
Twitter or Musk is partwise responsible for worldwide violations of ethical and 
moral principles, environmental and international laws, Children's and Human 
Rights issues. Free speech, fundamental rights and further laws were 
threatened and violated, too. Elon Musk and Co. is responsible to fix so much 
as possible and must take responsibility. It must have finally consequences or 
it will have a bad end for Twitter in future – no amount of money will change 
that history or reality! Many humans were harmed, got sick, were threatened 
and even died. A lot of experts, doctors, physicians and scientists confirm and 
can proof these opinions. 

There are countless evidences for violation of ethical and moral principles, 
Children's and Human Rights by Twitter. Discrimination, violation of Human and
Freedom Rights, corruption and oppression, hidden methods of censorship and 
shadow banning practices are just some serious issues... the link list is just the
tip of the iceberg! You can use VirusTotal to check the links before and 
analyze suspicious files, domains, IPs and URLs to detect malware and other 
breaches, automatically share them with the security community. For 
professional translation you can use DeepL.

Violation of ethical and moral principles Children's and Human Rights 
by Twitter. Discrimination, threat to the rights of freedom, oppression, 
hidden methods of censorship and shadow banning practices:
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twitter-jail
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/31/technology/china-internet-police-
twitter.html
https://www.vox.com/culture/2017/10/12/16464752/twitter-suspended-rose-
mcgowan
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/joe-concha-twitter-rules-media-canada-
truckers
https://qz.com/2159764/elon-musk-already-broke-his-agreement-with-twitter
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-stella-twitter-idUSKCN20L33A
https://ca.movies.yahoo.com/elon-musk-news-latest-final-030200009.html
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2020/11/13/twit-n13.html
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/complexity/2022/4733305/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8740727/
https://cpj.org/2015/04/10-most-censored-countries/

Here a few EU and German articles about Twitter, censorship, law conflicts and 
violations of Human Rights.
https://www.thejournal.ie/twitter-jack-dorsey-elon-musk-5747528-Apr2022
https://www.die-tagespost.de/politik/birgit-kelle-zu-unrecht-zensiert-art-
217370
https://www.derstandard.de/story/2000134970346/was-elon-musk-jetzt-mit-
twitter-vorhat
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/elon-musk-soll-vertraulichkeit-verletzt-
haben-18032943.html
https://www.henning-uhle.eu/informatik/qfd-ein-seltsamer-trend-bei-twitter-
mit-einem-roten-kreuz
https://www.eff.org/de/deeplinks/2021/08/if-you-build-it-they-will-come-
apple-has-opened-backdoor-increased-surveillance
https://www.horizont.net/tech/nachrichten/posse-um-uebernahme-twitter-
anwaelte-werfen-elon-musk-vertraulichkeitsbruch-vor-199961
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/webwelt/article179067896/Shadowban-
Twitters-Qualitaetsfilter-blockiert-Konten-ohne-dass-der-Nutzer-es-merkt.html
https://www.finanzen.net/nachricht/aktien/angeblicher-chat-leak-bill-gates-
shortet-wohl-weiterhin-die-tesla-aktie-elon-musk-verhoehnt-gates-auf-twitter-
11301287

"Vor allem über Twitter gab es diesbezüglich in den letzten Jahren viele 
Beschwerden. Fest steht: Twitter verfügt standardmäßig über ein Interface, 
über das Regierungsbehörden weltweit bestimmte Inhalte oder Konten 
zensieren lassen können." 
https://www.stuttgarter-nachrichten.de/inhalt.shadowban-instagram-twitter-
mhsd.12395b8a-08cd-4128-a920-30f02cb1a76f.html

More critics, links and voices will follow. If you know interesting articles from 
other regions of the world like in Africa, Australia, Middle East, South Asia and 
South America. Feel free to send to feedback.at.greeningdeserts.com.
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All these cases and events are just the tip of the iceberg. It are just some 
evidences and links of criminal or dubious practices of Twitter they try to hide 
or excuse since years by extra campaigns, big money and influenced media. 
There is a database of leaked documents and leaks of insiders will come out in 
future if Twitter do not really change, compensate and excuse to all the victims
they harmed - the blocking and suspension actions are only the lesser evil. 
Twitter lied about not doing shadowbans or similar oppressing measures. All 
these evidences showing clearly that Twitter violates international rules. These 
violations are serious and international courts should stop to ignore or partially
overlook it. It's like ineffective monitoring or non-acting until it is too later. 
Similar like the appeacement politics in the Second World War. 

Twitter shadowbans and shadow banning:

https://www.juwiss.de/32-2020/
https://www.onlinecensorship.org
https://twiends.com/learn/twitter-jail
https://neilpatel.com/de/blog/shadowban
https://r4dn.com/can-you-tweet-too-much
https://postfity.com/blog/twitter-shadowban
https://rightsindevelopment.org/our-members
https://prnews.io/blog/twitter-shadowban.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter_suspensions
https://verfassungsblog.de/twitters-modi-operandi
https://www.theuptide.com/what-is-twitter-shadowban
https://www.bing.com/search?q=shadow+banning+twitter
https://steigerlegal.ch/2020/07/15/twitter-shadow-banning-test/
https://www.wikihow.com/How-Long-Does-a-Twitter-Suspension-Last
https://everythingwhat.com/how-long-does-a-twitter-suspension-last
https://circleboom.medium.com/twitter-shadowban-does-it-actually-exists-
fda5707a2323
https://wiki.projecttopics.org/bio/109461-how-long-does-a-twitter-search-ban-
last.html
https://theparadise.ng/twitter-source-leaks-company-messages-confirms-
shadow-banning
https://www.thestatesman.com/opinion/musks-twitter-cannot-absolutist-
1503066401.html

Send us feedback and interesting links if you know. 

Because of all these problems on and with Twitter, oppressions, attacks on our 
accounts, projects and works we want to distance from Twitter until they really
changed most of the problems and finally care or really respect mentioned 
principles, Childrens Rights, Human Rights and real freedom of speech. These 
„social networks“ or companies should understand that they represent not 
nearly a few percent of the whole internet and nature don't need them to exist!
It is a shame that Twitter blocked, suspended and has done shadowbans or 
shadowbanning for years. We have analysed it with several experts and 
countless researches (intern and extern), with AI, special tools and monitoring 
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programs - they all can proof and show evidences for Twitters shadow banning 
practice of critics, misuse of accounts reporting, organizations or people they 
don't like. One very easy method is to check video views on big accounts with 
much followers and traffic. How can it be that these videos get no or just a 
couple views after tweeting?? It is very alarming that Twitter makes no 
exception for environmental, Childrens, Womens and Human Rights... a big 
shame for a 'social network' or a 'social platform'. The blocking of Greening 
Deserts projects and suspension of the project accounts @ChangeGamesCom 
and @GreeningDeserts is an attack on human rights and attempts to damage 
the good image or reputation of the projects and works. It is also a kind of 
defamation and discrimination. 

Can Twitter and Twitter's responsibles tell us why they don't ban or suspend 
accounts of mass murderers when they know full well!? This knowing support 
of nature destroyers (Ecocide), murderers, human rights violations and 
environmental destruction through Twitter is deeply criminal, illegal and 
unethical! Why are there no legal consequences and why are all these proven 
cases not finally condemned internationally? How can so many legal 
institutions and international courts continue to tolerate and allow this injustice
and this huge injustice? This is a disaster for the international rule of law, 
human rights and questions the so-called humanity and 'civilization'! 

Who believes in Fundamental Rights, Freedom of Speech, Childrens and 
Human Rights don't act so like we all can see today and in history. 
Responsibles of Twitter should start to really change things into better and 
improve Twitters moral and ethic principles before it will be to late. 
No money, no Musk and Co. can hide these problems, oppress the truth and 
continue to harm environment, life forms and humans. History tells only true 
will to change and consequent improvement will have success - a better future 
for us all not just for a few interest groups, consumer or user groups.
Please Elon Musk wake up and come down to ground from the cloud No. 7, if 
you don't allow or understand critics on yourself and Twitter, friendly meant 
rhetorics or parodies you are not worth to own Twitter which was a relatively 
save and free space - also for the employees. This is my short statement 
on the decision team and responsible division who banned, blocked and 
suspended Greening Deserts account, projects and work so many times - 
inlcuding one time suspension of my personal account and private project 
accounts of Green Change Games and Trillion Trees Initiative since late 2021. 

Twitter should be grateful that so many abuses and problems are and have 
been pointed out to them. This allows everyone to learn from history and do 
better for the future. It is also not very social of such big companies to benefit 
from Greening Desert's work and projects for years, give nothing back and not 
even say thank you. Just by providing various analytics and data to 
advertisers, Twitter has benefited from us and millions have probably been 
made from it. It is similar to the prominent imitators of our Trillion Trees 
initiative which was founded years before. 

You can read more on the project pages and all the published work. You even 



can ask over thousands of people who were informed about the most 
important global issues and real sustainable solutions. 

Just a few days after tweeting about critics and Musks Twitter deal Green 
Change Games and Greening Deserts Twitter account was suspended. Now we 
see that Elon Musk and Co. don't likes personal critics and don't understands 
fun or parody. We suspect he will also want to eliminate or silence other critics 
and competitors in this way. It is a shame that he uses his company and power
to discriminate and oppressing others – especially single persons, minorities, 
disabled or sick people who suffer much more by his egoistic and violent 
actions. It is no fun or joke to treat humans in such a way.

Share the truth and show some support if you have some courage.

Update May:

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10284277/Elon-Musk-accused-
trying-hide-Tesla-whistleblower-search-results-new-50-Cyberwhistle.html

https://whistleblowersblog.org/opinion/elon-musk-cannot-simultaneously-
silence-whistleblowers-and-fight-for-free-speech/

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-03-13/when-elon-musk-
tried-to-destroy-tesla-whistleblower-martin-tripp

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/21/how-musks-twitter-takeover-plans-shook-
wall-street-and-social-media.html
https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2022/04/26/twitter-elon-musks-deal-is-
bad-news-for-media-freedom/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/05/09/twitter-lawyer-
censor-musk
https://siliconangle.com/2022/05/25/twitter-agrees-pay-150m-fine-deceptive-
ad-targeting
https://time.com/6172636/twitter-policy-failures-elon-musk

All data were deposited several times with top lawyers, human rights 
organizations, anti-corruption and human rights experts or agencies! Due to 
massive attacks and suppression from some parties or bodies, also from the 
direction of Twitter, the updates of the article were stopped. It is not sure if the
work can continue under these circumstances, especially since there were 
some very violent attacks and, depending on the point of view, even attempts 
of death attacks! Much were recorded and direction is clear!! We must ask 
were is humanity, ethical, moral and international justice!!?? Why can do 
famous, responsible and powerful companies or people what they want without
real consequences? 
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